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Impedance Characteristics of a Uniform Current Loop 
Having a Spherical Core 
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The radiation impedance is deri ved by the electro motiv e force method in a co nveni ent 
form as the sum of t he self-radiat ion impedance of a loop in t he free space and fin additional 
term due to t he reaction between the loop and the sphere which is proport ional to the \l'e11-
known expansion coefficient of a magnetic-type scattered wave from a sphere in an incident 
pl a ne wave. The first anti resonance freq uency h as been given in the form of a universal 
curve for a vory s mall uniform current loop with core of an arbitrary composition of 1-' . and 
<" subj ect to th e cond iti on that tho refraction coe fficient N ...; 1-' ,<, is extremely large . Some 
numerical calcu lations show that high -I-' core is desirable for a comparatively lower frequency 
region , a nd hi gh -< core is rather desira ble in an anti reso nance region . 

1. Introduction 

By use oI a sufficiently high refractive index, 
large scattering or absorption cross sections may be 
obtained from spheres small in terms of wavelength. 
For eXilomple, it has bcen shown that the echoing 
area can be increased to approximately tlU'ee-quarters 
of a square wavelength for resonance of the electric 
or magnetic dipole type, and the required index of 
r~fraction can be given as a function of sphere 
SIze. 

In a small loop antenna the ohmic resi tance 
normally exceeds the radiation resistance. An in
crease in radiation resistance is highly desirable to 
improve the radiation eiIiciency. It can be expected 
that a high induced voltage, and thereIore a high
radiation .resistance, can be obtained by encircling 
a small reson~nt sphere by such a loop. Of course, 
it is desired that the radiation reactance be as low 
as possible. The ratio of the radiation resistance 
to the radiation reactance is also an important 
criterion. 

Very recently, the most general theoretical analy
sis for a thin loop with a spherical core has been given 
by H erman [1]2 and Cruzan [2]. In these analyses, 
however, it is not easy to derive general relationships 
between the input impedance and the medium of the 
spherical core because of the difficulties of the 
numerical computations. 

The purpose of the present paper is to correlate 
the medium constants of the core with the impedilonce 
characteristics under the assumption of a uniform 
current distribution.3 In order to derive the radia
tion impedance, a conventional emf method is applied 
to the electromagnetic field solution of a uniform loop 
current in the presence of a sphere which has been 

1 Antenna Laboratory, Department of Electrical Engineering, The Ohio 
State University, Columbus 10, Ohio; while author was on leave of absence from 
Toboku University, Sendai, Japan (invited paper). 

2 ~'igures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of tbis paper. 
, The assumption of constancy of current in tbe loop req uires tbat the loop 

be fed at a nWllber of points around tbe loop. III view of t he large magnitude 
of NIc,a a localized generator would produce a higbly nOllnniform current. 

treated independently by T ai [3] and Wait [4]. 
The radiation impedance is given as the sum of the 
self-radiation impedance of the ail' loop and an addi
tional term due to the reaction between the loop 
and the sphere which is proportional to the well
known expansion coefficient of th e magnetic-type 
wave scattered from a sphere in an incident plane 
wave. 

2 . Impedance Characteristics of a Uniform 
Current Loop Having a Spherical Core 

The general solu tion for the electromagnetic field 
due to a uniform current loop in the presence of a 
sphere has been given by C. T . Tai. Geometrical 
configurations are illustrated in figure 1. The radii 
of the sph ere and the loop are Lhe same and are 

P ( r ,8 ,</» 

Uniform Cu rr ent Loop 

Sphe rical Core 

FIG U RE 1. Uniform current loop having a spherical core. 

indicated by a; therefore, the wire of the loop is 
partially immersed into the core. Wavenumbers of 
the free space and the medium of the s phere are 
indicated by ko and by Tc=Nko(N=~E sM 8)' respec
tively. As the time dependence, eiwt is used. The 
primary fields due to the uniform loop current, I, are 
expressed by the following equations: 
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and 

E i= ± OnM~~~ (ko) 
n:z l 

Hi=~ -.0 0 N ( l) (k ) • .£......J neon 0 
]Wllo n= 1 

E1 i_ -.0 0 jn(a) M- (4 ) (k) 
-~ n h'n2) (a) eon 0 

where a = k oa, and 

,';a l. (1) 

J 

,;,a}, (2) 

o =_!Wllla 2n+ 1 Pl(0)h(2)( ) 
n 2 n(n+ 1) n n a. 

(3) 

The vector wave functions lV eon and Neon are the 
same with meon and neon defined in the text by 
Stratton [5]. The fields reflected to the external 
region and the field transmitted into the sphere are, 
respectively, given by 

E T= ± OnRnM~!~(ko) 
n =1 

(4) 

HT=~ ~ 0 R N (4)(k) 
Jo L.J n · n eon 0 

Wllo n= 1 

and 

E t= ± OnTnM~~~(Nko) 
n= ! 

(5) 

where 

It is very interesting to note that the coefficient Rn 
is exactly the same as the coefficient associated with 
the magnetic-type wave scattered by a sphere in an 
incident plane wave. The coefficients R n and Tn 
express the effect of the spherical core on the per
formance of the loop antenna. Neither the electric 
field nor the magnetic field (the surface current) are 
uniform around the wire cross section. If, however, 
the wire is sufficiently thin, it is reasonable to assume 

the electric field at the point Q (on the surface of 
the sphere, and at a distance b, the radius of the 
wire, from the current filament which is located at 
the equator of the sphere) as the average value of 
the electric field around the wire cross section; 
namely, 

P -'--- 2 (E i+E T) r:a.J (Hl+H~)*ds -;- 'Ira 1 '" 1 '" 6 6, c 

(8) 

where 

Thus, the radiation impedance obtained from the 
emf method is expressed by 

(9) 

where 

(ll) 

In the above equations, Zo represents the radiation 
impedance of a loop without a spherical core, Z. 
represents the variation of the radiation impedance 
due to the reaction between the spherical core and 
the loop, and 'Y/ is the intrinsic impedance of free 
space. The imaginary part of series (10) does not 
converge rapidly enough when eo approaches 'lr j2, 
or the thickness of the wire decreases to zero. By 
using the asymptotic expression of Legendre and 
Bessel functions, the radiation reactance Xo in (10) 
can be transformed in to the following alternative 
equations: 

+- 2cos - (n+ l)+- sm - (n+ l) . 1 { b b . b }] 
'Ira a a a 

(12) 

The detailed derivation of the above equation is 
given in reference [6]. For a small loop, i.e., a«l, 
the radiation impedance is approximated by retaining 
the term n= 1 only; namely, 
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As for the constant E n, many discussions have been 
made relating to the problem of the scattering of 
a plane wave by a sphere. These r esults can be 
directly applied to the present problem. For the 
lossy spherical core, i.e., the complex values of N , 
it is co nvenien t for the computation to transform 
eq (ll) by us ing the logarithmic derivative functions 
[7] with respect to spherical B essel functions into the 
following form : 

Z s=-7r 'T/ a2 ~ ~n~ ~ ) PA(O)PA (cos Oo) j,, (a) h~2 ) (a) 
n= 1 n n 

X {
f.Tn(a)-N : O f.T ,,(Na) } 

(14) 
p,, (a) - NI!:2. f.Tn(Na) 

J.L 

where Pn(a) and CT ,,(a) arc the logarithmic derivative 
functions with respect to spherical H ankel and 
Bessel functions, r espectively , i. e. , 

P (x) = !l ln [Xh~2 ) (X)] 
n eix 

f.T,,(x) = .Jei In [xjn(x)]. 
u,x 

(15) 

The fUllction f.Tn(Na) of any order with complex 
arguments Na can be computed by the recurrence 
formula of the logarithmic derivative fun ct.ions. . 

Consider the m aximum value of En and Its co ndI
tion. A discussion has been given for special cases 
of pure dielectric (/l s= 1) or magnetic ( f s= 1) 
materials by E. M. K enna ugh. General cases f.or 
an arbitrary composition of f s and /l s. can b~ dIS
cussed in a similar way. When a sphere IS sufficlCntly 
small in tcrms of wavelength, a« l , only the term 
Rt is significant. It is concluded that ~he ma~imum 
absolute value of RJ is - 1 at the condltlOn of 

.!':.. jl (Na)[ant(a)]' - 71j (a)[NajJiVa)]' = 0. (16) 
J.Lo 

For a«l, the above equation is approxi~ately 
r ewritten in the following transcendental equatIOn : 

1 Na 
- + --= cot Na. 
Na J.Ls- l 

(17) 

This equation is graphically solved .with respec~ to 
Na. Figure 2 shows Na/7r as a functIOn of J.L s. SI.nce 
a is assumed to be very small compared to umty, 
N is necessarily very large, i.e., ~ J.L sf s-;:P 1. This 
value O"ives the first an tiresonance freq uency of a 
small ~niform-current loop with a lossless spherical 
core having arbitrary values fs and /l s. It should 
be noted h ere that the above discussion can be 
applied to th e problem of the plane wave scattering 
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FIGURE 2. Antiresonance frequency of a uniform CUTrent loop 
having a spherical core with a1'bitmry constants jJ. . and <0, 

whe1"e N a = ."r;;:;. koa = k a. 

by a small sphere; namely, the curve of figure 2 
g ives the m agnetic-type r esonan ce frequ ency of t he 
sphere, and also gives the electric-type r esona nce 
freq uency by replacing J.L s by f s. 

The m aximum radiation resistance at the an ti
resonance poin t i given by 

The maximum resistance increases in the order of 
a-2 with the decrease of a. I t should be noted that 
in an actual one-point-fedloop, unless infinites imally 
small, th e frequency of its an tiresonance deviates 
[rom that predicted by figure 2 due to the non
uniform current distribution. This s ituation is 
illustrated in table 1. 

The diameter of the an tenna in terms of a wave
length in the m edium at a n an tire onance is found to 
vary between 0.159 a nd 1.43 by the constants of a 
medium. The r es ults in figure 2 give the limi ting 
case of a n infinitesimally small loop , i.e., J.L sf . --7 co . 

Similarly, the expression [or Z in eq (9) i correct only 
for an infinitesimally small loop , if i t i fed at one 
point. The m diation impedance Z h as been calcu
lated for the two cases fs= 100, /l s= l , and /l s= 100 , 
fs= 1. For simplicity, the core is assum ed to be loss
less. Figure 3 and 4 show the radiation resistances 
and the radiation r eactances. It must b e noted h ere 
also, as m ention ed before, that these figures do not 
give quantitative r esults for a one-point-fedloop be-

T AB I.E 1. Relation between medium of core and di mensions at 
antil'esonance 

M edium of core a 2a 

Air_____ ___ _ ____ ___ _____ ___ 0.5___ ___ ___ _________ ______ 0.159>-

:~::9 12!j(/gi~~-----~~:::::::: } 1535_ -_____________ ______ .490>-

\I'. , .)~oo___ _ ______________ or ( 1.00~1.43) ____ _____ ( 1.00~1.43) >-
-VJJ.8E• 

'From ref [1] by Julius Herman, >- is t he wavelength in t he medium of the core. 
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F 1GUR E 3. R adiation resistances of uniform current loops having 
air, dielectric, and magnetic cores (N = I , 10; a/b = 60). 
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F I GUR E 4. R adiation reactances of uniform CU1-rent loops having 
air, dielectric, and magnetic cores (N = 1, 10; a/b = 60.) 

cause of its nonuniform curren t . As for the case of 
E.= 100 , the an tiresonance occurs at a = 7r/10, and 
the curves approach asympto tically to those of an 
air loop with the decrease of p. The j.t-core is effective 
in order to incr ease the r adiation resistance in the 
lower frequency r egion . The radiation impedance 
fer an arbitrary composition of J1. and E ought to show 
a b ehavior intermediate between these two extreme 
cases. In figure 5 the ratios of the radiation resist
ances toO the radiation reactances are plo tted. From 
these figures i t can be concluded that high-J1. core is 
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FIGURE 5. Ratios of l'adiation resistances to l'adiation reac
tances of uniform current loops having air, dielectric, and 
magnetic cores (N = I , 10; a/ b = 60). 

desirable for a comparatively low-frequency r egion, 
and high-E core is rather desirable in order to use it 
in a antiresonan t frequency region. This can be 
said also from the viewpoint of medium losses, that 
is, losses of usual magnetic materials increase mor e 
rapidly with the frequency than do the losses of 
dielectric materials. 

3 . Conclusion 

The impedance characteristics of a uniform curren t 
loop (see footnote 3) with a spherical core of an 
arbitrary composition of J.I. and E have been theoreti
cally investigated. The radiation impedance is de
rived by the emf method in a convenient form as the 
sum of the self-radiation impedance of an air loop 
and an addi tional term due t o the reaction between 
the loop and the sphere which is proportional to the 
well-known expansion coefficient of a magnetic-type 
scatter ed wave from a spher e in an incident plane 
wave. The first antiresonance frequency has been 
given in the form of a universal curve for a very sm all 
uniform current loop with a core of an arbitr ary com
position of J1. s and E" subj ect to the condi tion that the 
r efraction coefficien t N = ..jJ.l. sE. is extremely large. 
It should be no ted that the above results can be 
directly applied to the first m agnetic-type r esonance 
frequency of a sphere in an inciden t plane wave. To 
show quan titative impedance characteristics of a 
loop with an arbitrary composite core, the r adiation 
impedances for two cases, n am ely €,= 100, J1. s= l , 
and J1. s= iOO , Es= l , have been calculated and com
pared with an air loop. It is concluded that high -J.I. 
core is desirable for a comparatively lower frequency 
r egion, and high-€ core is rather desirable in an an ti
r esonance frequency region . 
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Selected Abstra cts 

The effect of multi path dis tortion on the choice (If 
operating frequencies for high-frequency communi
cation circuits, D. K. Bailey, IRE Trans. Ant. Prop. 
AP-7, 397 (1959). 
Harmful mul tipath disto rt ion o n high-frequency facsimi le 
services and telegraphic serv ices op erating at h igh speeds 
occurs when t he received signal is composed of two 0 ]' more 
components a rriving by different modes over t he same great
circle p ath wi t h compara ble in te ns ities, but h aving t ravel 
t imes which differ by a n amou nt eq u a l to a n apprecia ble frac
tion of the duration of a sig na l element. The dependence of 
multipath distortion on the relation sh ip of t he operating fre
qu ency to t he MUF is discussed and a new term, t he mu lti
path reduction factor (MRF), is introduced which p ermits 
calculation in te rms of t he MUF of the lowest frequency 
whieh can be used to prov ide a s pecified m easure of pro tection 
against multipath d isto rt ion. The MRF has a m arked path
length dependence and is calculated as a function of path 
length for represen tative values of t he other pa ra meters 
involved by making usc of a n ionospheric m odel. It is t hen 
shown how the MRF can be used in connection with world
wide MUF predi ction materi al to determine t he m inimum 
number of frequencies which must be assigned to a high-fre
quency communication se rvice of continuous availabili ty 
operating at high speed . So me com pari sons wit h observa
tions a re discussed , and finally conclusions a re drawn co n
cerning manner of operation and choice of operating fre
quencies to r educe or to eliminate harmful multipath d istor
t ion. 

Reception of space diversity transmitters-Observa
tions over long-distance path to evaluate the useful
ness of the system, J. W. Koch, Wireless World 65, 
512 {1959}. 
The Bri t ish Broadcasting Corporation recently provided a 
series of t ransmissions to test the effectiveness of tran smitter 
space-diversity on reception at distan t poin ts. Bot h very 
widely-spaced and relatively closely-spaced t ra ns mi tters 
were used in the tests. The transmissions were at a f re
quency of 9,510 kc /s, directed towa rds the east coast of the 
United States. T ransmitting cond itions were switched at 
inte rvals of approximately fifteen minutes during the testing 
period each day. 

Observation s of the received signals w ere made at the National 
Bureau of Standards Laboratories in Boulder, Co lorado, from 
November 3, 1958 to November 14, 1958. The reco rd ings 
obtained during these observations ha ve been a nalyzed for 
fa d ing characteristics and intell igibil ity, and t he results of 
the analysis are given in t his a rticle. 

Mismatch errors lJ) cascade-connected variable 
attenuators, G. E. Shafer and A. Y . Rumfel t, IRE 
Trans . .Lvlicrow. Theory Tech. MM'1'-7, 447 (1959) . 
The t reatment of mi smatch error is extended to cover 
variab le attenuators cascade-connected in a system which is 
not free from refl ections. The m eth od of analys is is a pplica
ble to any number of cascaded attenuators, bu t on ly t he 
analys is of two and t hree variabl e attenu ators in cascade is 
presen ted . Graphs are given to aid in estimat ing t he l imi ts 
of mi smatch e rror. 

In an example, which is co nsidered rep resentative of rigid 
rectangu la r waveguide systems, t he limi ts of error a re: for 
two atte nuato l's in cascade, 0.1 9 db in a 3-db measureme nt, 
a nd 0 .17 db in a 40-db measureme nt; a nd for three attenuators 
in cascade, 0.25 db in a 40-db m eas urem ent. and 0 .23 db in 
a 75-db m easurement. 

Use of Chebychev polynomials in thin film computa
tions, K. D. Mielenz, J. Research NBS 63A, No.3, 
297 (1959). 
From H e rpin's expression for the mth power of a multila,ye r 
matrix, very simple closed formulas are derived for t he 
matrices and optical constants of any multilayer with a 
periodic structure. 

According to Epstein's t heorem , any symmetrical multilaye r 
is equiv a lent to a fictitious monolayer. A imple expression 
for t he equivalent index a nd t hickness of t his monolayer is 
deduced for the case of a per iodic and symmetrical sequen ce 
of equally thick fi lms. 

As compared to any other method of numerical computation , 
the suggested formulation provides a considera ble saving of 
time and work. In a numerical example, t his saving amoun ts 
to about 80 percent. 

Recent experimental evidence favouring the pK I(p) 
correlation function for describing the turbulence 
of refractivity in the troposphere and stratosphere, 
K. A. Norton, J. Atmospheric and Terrest. Phys., 
15, 206 (1959). 
Experimenta l evidence of three different kinds is given which 
shows t h at t he variations of the refractive index in space at a 
fi xed t ime m ay be described with a usefu l degree of accuracy 
by t he correlation function p[(l (p ) wher e [(I i~ the modifi ed 
Bessel fun ction of thl:) second kind and p=rlo is a normalized 
distance between two points in the atmosphere. The three 
kinds of evidence a re (a) direct m eas urements of the varia
t ions of 11 with time at a fi xed location as made with a re
fractometer , (b) m eas urements of the variations with time of 
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